**Marble Painting**

It is time to make a marble painting!

**Materials Needed:**

- Activity schedule (see p. 2)
- Red, blue, and yellow paint
- A cooking dish/tray with tall sides
- Paper
- Scissors to cut paper down to size
- Cup for holding used marbles
- Marbles
- Tape to hold down paper
- Spoons
- Optional: Adhesive Velcro
- Laminator
- Marker/pencil for check-off

**Directions for Grown-ups:**

1. Print out the type of schedule you prefer to use. Print, laminate and cut out the steps on pages 4-5 and place on a velcroed board for pull-off schedules. Or print and laminate pages 2 or 3 for check-off schedules.

   For more information, see How-To Template: Schedules (HANDSinAutism.iupui.edu)

2. Prepare by cutting a piece of paper the size of your tray, and sticking it to the bottom with some tape.

3. Help with fine motor skills, if needed.

4. Have fun!
Time to Make a Marble Painting

- Get a marble
- Drop marble in paint
- Pick up marble with spoon
- Drop marble in pan
- Shake pan
- Pick up marble with spoon
- Drop marble in cup
- Get another marble
- Drop marble in different paint color
- Pick up marble with spoon
- Drop marble in pan
- Shake pan
- Pick up marble with spoon
- Drop marble in cup
- Get another marble
- Drop marble in different paint color
- Pick up marble with spoon
- Drop marble in pan
- Shake pan
- Pick up marble with spoon
- Drop marble in cup
- Let painting dry

Finished!
Kid’s Corner: Marble Painting

Time to Make a Marble Painting

- Get a marble
- Drop marble in paint
- Pick up marble with spoon
- Drop marble in pan
- Shake pan
- Pick up marble with spoon
- Drop marble in cup
- Get another marble
- Drop marble in different paint color
- Pick up marble with spoon
- Drop marble in pan
- Shake pan
- Pick up marble with spoon
- Drop marble in cup
- Get another marble
- Drop marble in different paint color
- Pick up marble with spoon
- Drop marble in pan
- Shake pan
- Pick up marble with spoon
- Drop marble in cup
- Let painting dry

Finished!
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